Worldwide support
Ortic online support in combination with Bosch Rexroth worldwide appearance
makes a good base for trouble free production and high efficiency.
»» Consulting and support to machine manufacturers and
end-users regarding modernization, energy-efficiency and
machine safety

»» Immediate local support
»» Fast response times
»» Original spare parts
»» Reliable and fast repair, maintenance and modernization itself
heterogeneous machinery for manufacturer quality, tailored to
the local requirements

80

SUPPORTING
ENVIRONMENTAL
TARGETS
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Countries

Forming in cold condition
Low energy consumption
Tooling usable to many different products
Weight savings possible
Amount of scrap reduced
Low emission process

5

Continents

180

Service centers

2000

FLEXIBLE 3D ROLL FORMING

Perfectly trained
service experts

Ortic AB
Rågåkersgatan 5
SE-781 74 Borlänge
SWEDEN

THE
ORTIC
PROCESS
Ortic – an innovative and technology
driven company with over 30 years
of roll forming experience presents
a unique type of roll forming.

info@ortic.se
Phone: +46 243 23 33 40
WWW.ORTIC.SE

Ortic takes the roll forming
world to a new dimension.

Ortic takes the roll forming world to a new dimension.

The Ortic process – for fast
and reliable profile development

This is Flexible
3D Roll Forming
Servo motors loaded with CAM data steer the motion of forming rolls individually
both in height, width and angularly (tilt and turning) along a profile in order to
produce profiles with a variable cross section. Compare with conventional
2D roll forming where the bend lines (cross section) are fixed.

Ortic uses a well-defined process to gradually increase the customer confidence in the
production possibilities using our 3D roll forming technology, all to secure the customer
investment to be successful. The work-flow includes four important steps: Analyzation,
Verification, Realisation and in the end production in own machine.

Profiles can
be both side
and/or height
curved.

1. Analyzation

Idea

PROFILE TYPES

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

Variable cross section: every segment
length variable along the profile length.
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For example:
»» Single/double hat
»» Z-shape
»» U-shape
»» C-shape

Mild to highest strength materials, coated or un-coated
Same set of tooling to be used on many different profiles
Cost of tooling low
Fast profile development process
Lightweight product
90° with 3D
Redundancy in between different machines
roll forming
High production speed
Full utilization of highest strength steels.
90°
Bending up to 90°.

2. Verification
Profile
design

FEAsimulation

Evaluate

Prototype

3. Realisation
Pre
production
at Ortic

Building
the machine
(Building of the 3D
roll forming production line)

Final
product

Optimize the profile

Our engineers, in collaboration with
the customer, develop the profile as
well as fulfilling customer requirements.

In our own designed 3D roll forming module, we optimize and
verify the forming process. The optimized control data is ready
to put into the 3D roll forming machine to produce prototypes.

Prototypes as well as production with Ortic.

PROFILE EXAMPLES
Blanks

3D roll formed profiles

MARKETS:

WHAT’S
YOUR PROFILE?

Production
at customer

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Automotive
Commercial vehicles
Aerospace
Architecture
Building and construction
And more...

Ortic has built a number of 3D roll forming lines.
The set-up may be either from pre-cut material, as
in picture, or as a continuous process from coil.

